Activity-based models in transport modeling and prediction are built from a large number of observed trips and their purposes. However, data acquired through traditional interview-based travel surveys is often inaccurate and insufficient. Recently, a human mobility sensing system, called Future Mobility Survey (FMS), was developed and used to collect travel data from more than 1,000 participants. FMS combines a smartphone and interactive web interface in order to better infer users' activities and patterns.
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as transportation, urban traffic management, location-based services, and urban planning. 2 Demand for activity-based modeling for travel has gained popularity in recent years; it requires the collection of a large number of observed trips as well as the identification of their purposes. Traditionally, data used in activity-based modeling is collected through interview-based travel surveys. Collecting a sufficiently large sample set requires an extensive effort. As the accuracy of the collected data depends on the memory of the participant, it can be challenging to capture high resolution activities across multiple days. Due to these limitations, researchers are exploring new ways to conduct travel data collection using mobile-sensing devices. A smartphone is ideal for logging travel activity information since it is a pervasive device that people now carry with them everywhere. We have developed a smartphone-based activity-travel sensing system, Future Mobility Survey (FMS), 3 and we recently used it in a large-scale data collection effort in Singapore.
FMS collects movement, activity, and transportation information through a web-based interactive process. Participants validate the accuracy of their stop locations, activities, times, and modes on a web interface. Machine learning techniques for activity recognition are able to automate some of these tasks in order to reduce user burden and provide high quality data. A new version of FMS software is being developed based on data acquired during a field-test to create a more intelligent backend and interface. In this paper, we present a learning-based model for activity recognition.
The estimation of human activity is a challenging task, especially in an urban area. One reason for this challenge is that activities are often conducted with heterogeneous patterns within a small area (e.g. shopping malls that include healthcare facilities, supermarkets, and professional offices) at the same time (e.g. working at home; shopping while waiting for the train). In addition, sensor data quality is not always ideal (e.g. GPS may be unavailable in indoor spaces).
In order to alleviate issues in real-world data, we extract heterogeneous features and merge multiple hypothesis models learned from different user populations. The user's likelihood of performing a certain activity at a given location will depend on the user's personal needs, which will in turn be driven by his or her socio-demographic characteristics. Environmental context at a given location often limits the type of activities that one can perform. We can also derive the activity likelihood from the activities performed by a universal population apart from individual user characteristics. In this paper, we present a learning model based on spatial, temporal, and contextual features and conduct various experiments to demonstrate its accuracy. The contributions of this paper are:
• Methods to generate a set of predictive features based on location, time, transition, and environment context (e.g. Points of Interest), • Spatial data quantization methods to balance the noise effects in real-world data, • Improvements to the generalization performance of the model by merging cross-user (universal population) and specific user data including users' social-demographic information, • Analysis of the number of training days required for a learning model in a real world application.
RELATED WORK
Advances in sensing technology have made GPS loggers and smartphones popular tools to conduct travel surveys. 3 Properly identifying activities is a challenging part of data processing in such travel surveys. Activity categories typically include home, work, social, shopping, pickup/drop-off, etc.
Most of the algorithms used to derive activities in GPS travel surveys are rule-based and rely heavily on GIS information, such as Point of Interest (POI) and land use information. [4] [5] [6] An early car-based study in the United States by Wolf et al. 4 inferred trip purposes from GPS data and an extensive GIS land use database. Furletti et al. 5 proposed to infer an activity based on the distance between the POI and the stop location. Axhausen et al. 6 developed a rule-based approach to identify activities based on users' home and work locations, and POI/land use information in Sweden.
More elaborate algorithms have been proposed that take a machine learning approach. Deng and Li 7 used attributes such as land use and sociodemographic information of the respondents to construct decision trees. An adaptive boosting technique was used to improve the classification results. Liao et al. 8 proposed a location-based activity recognition system using Relational Markov Networks. These works are evaluated based on small samples of experimental data.
Few works exists for activity detection in smartphone based travel surveys. Feldman et al. 9 converted GPS trajectories collected by smartphones into lists of activities by first finding businesses around a user stop, and then employing reverse Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to look up the most relevant terms associated with the businesses.
Compared to our previous paper, 10 this paper proposes an enhanced algorithm that takes advantage of several user population sets. In addition, we conduct additional empirical studies and designs for activity recognition such as a fusion of multiple classifiers on different population feature sets and sequential learning-testing for a real-world situation.
SMARTPHONE-BASED ACTIVITY TRAVEL SURVEY
In this section, we provide an overview of the FMS system and briefly describe the data used to build the activity recognition algorithm.
Future Mobility Survey (FMS): activity-travel data collection method collects mobility records through a smartphone application and an interactive web interface. It acquires movement data through sensors, namely Global Positioning System (GPS), WiFi, Mobile Communications System (GSM, CDMA, and UMTS) used for acquiring location (longitude and latitude) data with a timestamp, and Accelerometer used for stop detection. Stop and mode detection algorithms are run in the backend on the collected raw data, and the output is presented to the user in the form of an activity diary. Users can then validate their data by confirming or correcting the system generated stops/modes. In the current FMS system, there is a simple rule-based algorithm to detect only "home," "work," and "change-mode" activities. Other activities are annotated by the participating users. The overall flow is depicted in Figure 1 . FMS was recently deployed for field testing in Singapore and collected a total of 22,170 days from 1,440 users of travel data (including more than 130 Million GPS points). Among the days and the users, we have a total of 7,856 validated days from 948 users. A total of 793 users fully participated meaning they collected data for at least 14 days and validated for at least 5 days. The survey was conducted between October 2012 and September 2013. Due to battery limitations, the smartphone application cannot continuously collect high quality data which requires the constant use of high accuracy GPS and accelerometer and strains the battery. Consequently, full records are sparse in practice. Furthermore, some sensors are not available in certain contexts. For instance, GPS is often unavailable indoors and WiFi may be unavailable without nearby APs.
To our knowledge, FMS is the only smartphone based travel data collection system that has gone through a field-test with such a large number of users. Most applications 5, 8, 9, 11 have limited data collected by fewer than 28 users. The large amount of real world data collected in our field test presents a unique opportunity to develop and test machine learning algorithms for activity recognition.
Activity Categories
Within the FMS, we have defined seventeen different activities. Home, Work, Work-Related Business, Education, Change Mode/Transfer, Pick Up/Drop Off, Meal/Eating Break, Shopping, Personal Errand/Task, Medical/Dental (Self), Social, To Accompany Someone, Recreation, Entertainment, Sports/Exercise, Other's Home, and Other. `Other' will be excluded in our activity recognition algorithm.
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first present a spatial and temporal quantization technique to obtain empirical activity probability based features. We then describe the ensemble learning-based classification methodology using heterogeneous features for different user populations.
Spatial-temporal data representation and quantization

Data representation
Our dataset consists of a sequence of n stop points for a user u , { | 1,2, , , where the user stayed for a relevant time window (the FMS minimum threshold is 1 minute to capture mode changes, but it is normally aggregated --by the system or by the user--to much longer chunks). Further each stop point is represented as 1 2 ( , , , ) 
Data quantization
The quantization is applied to location and time space to enhance data interpretation in terms of context. This context is coarse-grained in spatial and temporal axes. For example, we can deduce a "transportation change mode" during "evening rush hour" or deduce that a person may be at a "shopping mall" on "Sunday evening." Here, we apply quantization as follows (where  represents a mapping relationship):
• Spatial cell: the location ( , ) i i x y  a cell i c . A distribution of activities is non-uniform across geographies. Dependent on a mapping function, a distribution of samples in a cell appears differently. Some spatial quantization methods will be proposed later.
• Set of time slots (within the day): the time period 1 2 ( , )
 a set i  of time slots (e.g. 10 minute slots). For example, an activity starting at 8:53 and ending at 9:08 will be assigned to a time slot set  = {8:50, 9:00, 9:10}. This works as a temporal alignment step that will later be useful for calculating temporal probability features. Since users do not validate their travel time information every minute, less fine-grained sampling in the temporal axis is effective for a generalization performance. Within a time slot, an accumulated frequency of an activity is measured (please refer to explanation in the section Proposed Features, Activity Probability).
Our dataset consists of activity points i q (the quantized version of i p ), defined as the tuple ( , , )
where i a denotes an activity from the set of sixteen categories mentioned above. We also create two useful functions: ( 
Spatial quantization methods (distribution adaptive quantization)
When a probability value is determined empirically by an observation, a result is dependent on samples (or a population) in a cell. The function mapping the location of i p to a cell i c affects the likeliness of activity i a , so we explore different mapping (spatial quantization) functions to find an appropriate population representation. Different sampling (or mapping) methods are depicted in Figure 2 (d) using real activity data points. The simplest method is to divide space arbitrarily regardless of a sample distribution. An adaptive way is to apply the data distribution. In this work, we consider both fixed and dynamic quantization. In the fixed case, once space of training data is quantized and used in future probability calculations. In the dynamic case, space is divided when a new instance is identified. In this case, if there are N samples to calculate frequencies, the number of cells is N .
Fixed cell:
• Rectangle shape: quantization is not directly correlated with a regional distribution. The easiest way is to adopt a rectangle shape; parameters including width (horizontal) and height (vertical) size.
• Voronoi tessellation based polygon: spatial data clusters can be found to apply regional characteristics. Based on a centroid of each cluster, edges and vertices of each cell can be found by Voronoi tessellation. Finding appropriate clusters is essential.
Dynamic (instance-based) cell:
• Circular polygon: a cell is defined within a predefined distance (radius of circle) at each instance. Every instance is a centroid of a cell.
Proposed Features Activity Probability
For each activity point i q , we determine three kinds of activity probability: Temporal activity probability, Spatial activity probability, and Contextual activity probability. We make use of the following general empirical conditional probability distribution (we use the Kronecker delta notation, where , 1 i j δ = if i j = , and 0 otherwise):
where N denotes the total number of activity points in the same cell for all users u ∈  (  is a user set), i b denotes a bin, and l denotes an activity type ( L is total number of activities). In this equation, we count a normalized frequency of activity l (and it is called a probability), within a bin over the total count of all activities within the same bin. For spatial activity frequency, the bin we use is a spatial cell i c .
In order to estimate the temporal activity probability, we need a slightly more sophisticated treatment of the data. In this case, the statistics depend on the time slot sequence of the activity points. Each time slot adds 1 (e.g. an activity that runs from 8:00 to 10:00 contributes 12 to the total count, assuming 10 minutes time slots). The bin at activity point i is now defined by its entire sequence of time slots ( i  ). Inclusion or exclusion of a different activity point j in that bin is based on how many common time slots exist between i and j .
For the contextual activity probability, we first map each POI category to one of the sixteen activity classes and then compute a relative frequency of each activity type in each spatial cell.
In Figure 2 (a), (b), and (c), the spatial activity frequency as calculated through Equation 1 is depicted using real data for different cell types defined in the previous section. Colormap indicates a degree of the probability. 
Distance-based empirical probability
For each point i p , we obtain distance related features using Euclidean distance. We define the distance between a point i p and a set of points  as
. These features are calculated with respect to POIs, past activity information from all users and home and work from the specific user. First, for cell i c containing the point i p we obtain the contextual neighbor activity confidence as follows:
and the historical neighbor activity confidence
where ( ) 
which is the inverse of the squared distance. Also, a distance d is normalized between 0 and 1 for the points in the same cell.
Second, for each user u , we choose core activities (home and work), and calculate their core activity distance to i p .
Activity Transition Probability
For each point i p , we obtain activity probability based on the previous activity. The simplest way is to apply the first-order Markov chain where a current activity ( ( ) a t ) is conditioned on the value of the most recent previous activity ( ( 1) a t − ) in a transition distribution. We calculate the empirical transition probability:
Pr t t Pr a t l a t s
where N denotes the total number of activity points for all users u ∈  , l denotes the current activity, s denotes the previous activity, , l s ∈  (  is an activity set), and to historical data to obtain the transition probability matrix (weekends and weekdays, respectively). In practice, if there is no previous activity (no activity reported within 24 hours), we assume a uniform probability for each activity. We use these probability matrices to calculate the activity probability of current point i p .
Activity Duration
Acceleration and speed features are excluded since activity is not defined here as a physical behavior such as walking or running. 13 These features are used to detect stop segments in the FMS system as mentioned above.
After the feature extraction process, we have the following feature vector, 
where L is the number of activity categories, min denotes a minimum distance, and avg denotes an average distance to activity points. In the circular cell based quantization, two features ). Feature vectors for every user population including cross-users and specific users including socio-demographic specific sets (age and gender) are generated based on Equation 5.
Classification
When the data is acquired from multiple sensors or sources (and then heterogeneous features are generated), a single classifier cannot find a good decision boundary for classification. 14 To overcome this problem, we present ensemble learning based classification. In this section, ensemble learning uses two levels: one level learns heterogeneous features, and in second level, outputs from classifiers such as score and decision merge into a final decision.
Ensemble decision trees
Ensemble learning has been widely used to handle noisy real world data. Several base classifiers are learned from training data to eventually become a unified classifier. Two kinds of ensemble learning are used in this paper: bootstrap aggregating (Bagging) and random subspace. In Bagging, each base classifier is trained with a subset generated by subsampling on the global training set. In the random subspace approach, each base classifier is learned using subspace features of the original feature set. To predict a class label for unseen data, a majority voting process is applied on the set of individual predictions.
Our base classifier will be decision trees, which consist of gradually splitting the input feature space into decision regions. This method is useful for handling irrelevant variables and outliers. However, decision trees show unstable performance. To alleviate instability, ensemble learning has been widely adopted. One popular method is bagging of decision trees. Another powerful tool is a combination of aggregating sets of random features (subspaces) based on decision tree classifier, namely Random Forests (RFs). 15 Using a set of training features and activity labels { , }
where Tr is a training set, we calculate an ensemble hypothesis function ( , ) h x Θ where Θ is a set of decision tree hypothesis 
Ensemble of user social demographic characteristics based learning
Ensemble of user social demographic characteristics based learning: Users with different social demographic characteristics show different activity and travel patterns. 12 It is therefore helpful to learn a model using an individual user's historical data, in addition to learning from other users' historical data. An individual user belongs to multiple categories; formally each user is included in several different user sets:
, , , u ∈     , where  denotes a cross (universal) user set,  denotes a specific user set,  denotes an age-specific user set, and  denotes a gender-specific user set. for l -th class.) 14 Workflows of the proposed algorithm Figure 3 shows an overall flow of the proposed activity recognition system used in FMS. We infer an activity type for each user's stop point. Each stop point is detected by the current stop detection algorithm. Based on a given identified stop, the proposed algorithm identifies an activity based on the generated features (Equation 5). The historical data contributes to extract duration/distance values from the core activities, a temporal probability (Equation 1), a spatial probability (Equation 1), an activity transition probability (Equation 4), and a historical neighbor activity confidence (Equation 3). The contextual data (POIs) contributes to extracting a contextual activity probability (Equation 1) and a neighbor activity confidence (Equation 2). The ensemble of classifiers estimates the user's activity using the extracted features. The estimated activities are used to assist the validation of individual travel data by users in the future. Figure 3 . Overview of the proposed activity recognition system. Given an identified stop (detected by the current stop detection algorithm), the algorithm identifies an activity based on vectors extracted by the feature generation. We assume the participant's home location is known beforehand (it is provided when participant registers on the website).
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed algorithm using a dataset acquired through our FMS system. In Figure 4 , a distribution of gender and age-brackets of the participants in the experiments is shown. The gender is similarly distributed across all age-brackets. In Figure 5 , we plot the distribution of completed activity tours that started and finished at home. Figure 5 . A distribution of completed activity tours that indicates travel started from home and finished at home. Since we selected completed home-to-home activity chains, the distribution from more users can be different from the selected users.
Dataset
Data preprocessing and cleaning
As with any survey, data collected in FMS contains noise/errors. Since FMS users were not assisted by an interviewer during validation process, they may have had difficulty validating their travel activity. As a result, there may be multiple validation errors in users' data. To address this issue, data cleaning is an essential step before we conduct any data evaluation. First, we select days where users started and finished their daily activity at home. Then, we apply a sequence of checks, and discard the data if home to home distance is greater than 50 meters, if home to other validated activities is fewer than 10 meters, or if activity points have swapped time between start and end of one activity. We also apply other filters: no activity with more than 24 hour duration is allowed and any activity outside of Singapore area is removed. As a result, we used 5,073 points from 243 users who collected data from March 11--September 30, 2013 for experiments in this paper.
Protocols and parameter settings
First, we apply two-fold validation where we keep the chronological order of data with $k$ training days and one test day split, For the random subspaces-based decision trees (Random Forest (RF)), a dimension of subspace features is chosen based on the square root of the total number of feature variables. For decision tree-based (DT) classifiers, including RF and bagging of DT (BagDT), the minimum number of observations per tree leaf is set as 1. In total 100 base classifiers are used. A random seed found by pseudorandom number generation is fixed.
Results
Different resolutions of temporal slot and spatial cell
The ensemble methods (BagDT and RF) show constant average classification accuracy as temporal cell size increases. The accuracy of these methods increases as spatial cell size increases for Rectangle and Voronoi Polygon cases. For more details, the reader may refer to Kim et al. 10 Different number of training days Figure 6 shows the average classification accuracy for different numbers of training days. We see that average accuracy is improved as the number of training days increases. In Figure 6 (a), the individual classifier was learned using different sets of user populations such as cross-user, individual user, age-specific user, and gender-specific user. The model using more training data shows better classification performance. Due to the small number of training samples, the userspecific model alone does not show the best performance. However, as data size increases, the accuracy of this model drastically increases compared to other models. In Figure 6 (b), the accuracy of ensemble models over the number of training days are shown. Overall, both the BagDT and RF methods show similar performance trends. The ensemble models show better classification performance than the individual models. The decision fusion model based on weighted majority voting (weightedMvote) shows overall best performance across the number of training days as shown in (b). Relationship between activities and merging Table 2 shows a classification confusion matrix for 16 activity categories. Most of the points in the Pick Up/Drop off class (PD) are classified as Change Mode/Transfer (C). Work-Related Business (WR) activities are mainly classified as Work (W). Many other activities related to meals, eating, shopping, personal errands, and appointments are also classified as Change Mode/Transfer (C). This category has the largest training sample size which may relate to the fact that many malls and shops are located close to streets and bus/train stations in Singapore. (Self) , and so on). Table 3 shows that classification accuracy using these four activity definitions improves compared to using sixteen activity categories. 
Feature importance
In Figure 7 , we plot feature importance during learning of the RFs classifier using cross-user data (please refer to cross-users case of the 4 classes shown in Table 3 ). Using a feature vector defined in Equation 5, we evaluated feature importance using an out-of-bag estimation framework. In out-of-bag estimation, multiple subsets of training data are created. Each subset contains random sub-samples that are selected from the original samples. By aggregating multiple prediction errors from the out-of-bag samples, feature importance can be calculated (please refer to Matlab function 'OOBPermutedVarDeltaError'). In Random Forests, cross-validation is not required to get an unbiased estimate of the test error. Figure 7 . Out-of-Bags feature importance is calculated in the experiment using the cross-user set of 4 classes shown in Table 3 .
A Duration feature, Distance features, Spatial (3, 4) features, and a Temporal 2 feature are importantly used in learning of the RFs classifier. We observe that features including Duration, Distance (work), and Temporal 2 seem related to that there are many professionals in the participated user list. For the class 3 (Transportation) and class 4 (Maintenance/Discretionary), features including Spatial (3, 4), Contextual (3, 4) , and Transition (3, 4) seem to contribute significantly.
Testing on real sequential data and unseen user effect
In Figure 8 , we plot the test classification accuracy performance along with arrival of sequential data. The incoming unseen activity data is predicted based on the learned model using previous training data in order to obtain the test accuracy. Subsequently, this tested data is used for training in the next sequential day based on its true activity label (labelled by users). Test data comes from either an unseen or a seen user. The seen user's activity history is used in training models while the unseen user's activity data is not. Since both BagDT and RFs methods show a similar trend in the above experiment, only the RFs method is used in this experiment. Figure 8 . Test accuracy performance along with arrival of sequential data. The incoming unseen activity data is predicted based on the learned model using previous training data to obtain the test accuracy. First day test is conducted when the model is learned with 3 training days data. The yaxis indicates the user ID and the x-axis indicates the timeline in terms of days. Along the days, if data appears on a certain day, it is marked with '*' for an unseen user or '+' otherwise. Once the data from a user is used for training, the user of that data is labelled as the seen user ('+').
As shown in the bottom plot in Figure 8 , unseen user activity appears almost every day from multiple users. Data from different days are not essentially correlated. The top plot of Figure 8 shows fluctuation in the accuracy value of RFs (dashed line). Hence, an accumulative accuracy is appropriate to measure the classification performance. The top plot of Figure 8 also shows the accumulative accuracy of RF WMV where the values are averaged for the seen users (solid line) and the unseen users (dashed line) respectively. Our measurement of accumulative accuracy accounts for the average accuracy of the system from test day 1 to the current test day. We observe that the classification accuracy from the seen users is better than that from the unseen users. This observation indicates that learning from users' own history improves the classification accuracy.
Classification performance for the unseen users improves as the number of training days increases. For classification of the unseen user in a test phase, the model learned from the crossuser and users based on social-demographics are used.
Since there is more training data available for the cross-user and social demographics based users than user-specific information, the rate of performance improvement of unseen user is relatively larger than that of seen user case.
To observe the effect of number of user-specific training days further, we analyze average classification accuracy across user-specific training days. Different from settings in Figure 6 , in this case every user has a different total number of training days in Figure 9 . Training day '0' indicates that no user-specific data is used in training for that user (unseen user). In Figure 9 , the average accuracy value increases as the number of user-specific training days increases. To avoid a biased result, test results involving more than 30 users for that each day are shown. In Figure 9 (a), the declining value at day 1 is related to bias effect from the small individual user sample size. One reason for the decline at training day 5 may due to the fact that the number of test cases is relatively greater than the number of users. The ratios of the number of test samples versus number of test users at training day 5 and including day 1 are relatively higher than the other days. The ratio at day 5 is 5.92 and at day 1 is 5.8. .6176] respectively. The higher ratio on day 5 indicates that each user has more activity points than other days, on average. Therefore, more unseen/unusual activity patterns would be included in day 5 than other days.
In Figure 9 (b), most users have fewer than 3 training days. If more individual users have more training days, overall accuracy of a seen user (in Figure 8) can improve. We observe that average accuracy improves as the number of training days increases in Figure 9 (a).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a framework to recognize travelers' activities as their movements are traced using Future Mobility Survey (FMS) technology. Spatial quantization methods and ensemble classifiers are used to process noisy spatial-temporal and contextual data. To improve generalization performance, our model takes advantage of cross-user historical data as well as user-specific information, including social demographic characteristics. The fusion of multiple classifiers learned from different user populations improves generalization performance. We evaluated the activity classification performance along with sequential data for a real life situa-tion. As training data accumulates, the generalization performance improves. We also demonstrated that learning from a user's own history improves recognition accuracy. Our empirical results demonstrate that the proposed method contributes significantly to our travel survey application. As users validate their travel records based on the estimated activity tagging by the system, overall data collection and validation process is easier for participants with this estimation model. As a result, accuracy in data validation would improve.
